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Before you start
Remove all the pieces from the frames and place both the frames
and the pieces in the middle of the table with the illustrations
facing up. The youngest player begins followed by those to their
left.

The object of the game
The player to complete the most Jumbolino puzzles by the end of
the game is the winner!

The game begins
Taking turns, roll both dice - the first player to roll a red colour
takes a Jumbolino puzzle frame from the pile. If you throw
double red you’re in luck, and you may take two puzzle frames.
If you roll a red and another colour you can also immediately
take that piece of the puzzle.

Collecting parts
You can only start collecting puzzle pieces of a Jumbolino
character if you have its frame. Which means, you need to roll a
red colour before you can start collecting other parts. On rolling
two different colours you can collect up to two parts of any
puzzle you have, to build your character. If you already have these
parts your turn ends. Puzzle pieces can be collected in any order.

Rolling double colours
If you roll a double colour you can decide what to do. You can
either collect TWO frames or TWO pieces of that same colour
(as long as you already have the frame for that character). Or
you can choose ONE piece of any colour for another frame you
already have.

Who wins?
The player who has the most complete Jumbolino puzzles wins!
If all the puzzles but one are complete, the player who has
got the first two pieces of the last puzzle may consider this
character to be theirs.

For an even more exciting game!
1. You throw a double black. You may take a complete Jumbolino
puzzle from the table. If there is no complete puzzle left, the
player who has got a complete Jumbolino puzzle must give it
to you. If more than one player has got a complete puzzle, you
can choose who has to give it to you.
2. You throw a double red, but there are no frames left on
the table. You may then take a frame from
another player, but only if their Jumbolino
Puzzle does not yet consist of more than
four pieces. Any of the pieces that have
already been joined to the Puzzle Frame,
must be put back in the middle of the table.
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